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Abstract: In latest eon there are prompt development in
Deep learning techniques which is the subset of Machine
learning and AI which leads to instinctive innovation of
growth in technologies. In general not only in Engineering,
researches but also major improvement in medical fields.
So deep learning techniques is being applied on
emphasizing network security applications.Most observed
in network security systems are intruders, which can be
viruses,Dos attacks and Penetration among the network
makes the difference in the activities of networks.So
dynamic methods can be followed to detect and prevent the
attack by intruders.In terms, intrusion detection
system(IDS) has so many static datasets which was
analyzed for traffic alignments. In that aspects for more
accuracy and analyzing the deep learning techniques.IDS
are classified such as pattern based intrusion
detection,time interval based intrusion detection.We focus
on antivirus related signature based intrusions. The
datasets such as KDDcup 99 and UNSW-NB15 are the preexisting databases that have variety of patterns.Main focus
on generating the False alarm rate ( FAR) and nominal
IDS using Deep Belief Network (DBF). This DBF identifies
the unpredictable and unanticipated cyber-attacks in both
static and dynamic methods. A performance analysis using
malware IDS datasets such as KDD dataset
DARPA/KDDcup,
ADFA-LD
and
NSL-KDD,
CICIDS2017,Iot Device Network logs and UNSW-NB15
features are identified and passed into hidden layers by
applying a softmax classifier
Keywords: Cyber-attacks, Deep Learning, FAR, IDS,
KDDcup99, UNSW-NB15
1.
Introduction
Cyber security is the latest technology that has all over
attention worldwide. The Wireless networks via cloud
vulnerability are becoming the huge issues that make up
constitute a threat. The organization are collecting through
internet not only the information’s required but also all

sensitive data's such as date of birth, aadhar number etc. those
data’s are turned into business usage such as hacking the
passwords, Dos attacks, phis icing attacks[2].

Fig.1.A DBN approach that represents the intrusion features
labeled with weights
Figure 1 shows the deep belief networks (DBN) which has
representation of direct connections with visible layer as input
(vi) that is depicted as propagative explicit model. These
visible layer detects the feature which are multiple layer of
variable that terms many hidden layers(h1)only and not
connected with its units[7].
1.1 A Deep Learning Approach On IDS
The development of all complicated to even simple tasks is
changed into advanced techniques such as Artificial
intelligence, ML and Deep learning. Since then the results
compared to out date techniques predictions are perfect with
these methodologies. Network security systems are future
focused on all aspects by Engineering field to research till
date. The general attacks such as brute force, DOS or viruses
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also considered as intrusion systems[1]. Even the network
every now and then gets update and nowhere the traffic
changes frequently or the state of changes that happened every
time is recorded as parameters of networks. In such cases we
name or mention those as intrusion when some anonymous or
malicious changes takes place and monitored in the network.
Either the network must be prevented without attacks or there
must be detection of the entire systems. There the techniques
called Intrusion detection System (IDS)[3]. The techniques
such as Deep learning which is a most powerful technique that
are shape into a automatic feature extraction that implies the
network with sturdy IDS.
The main objective of this paper is to performance analysis of
various data sets that are static and dynamic approach on
intrusion detection systems in cyber-attacks. The deep learning
technique DBF(a generative model) which will analyses the
various dataset in IDS[15]. We focus our research work on
UNSW-NB15 as input and passes into multiple layer
generative model which helps to identify the labeled features
by applying the softmax classifier. The further work is based
on different parameters from the same database from intrusion
detection systems.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 deals with the
related work, Section 3 discusses about the UNSW-NB15
dataset, Section 4 deals with the discussions and Section 5
concludes the paper.
2.
Related Work
Detecting intrusion in systems is further classified as N T_IDS
which is based on networks and also as HT_IDS which is
based on the hosts [9]. Research focus towards the intrusion
systems has nowadays involves the solutions based on
machine learning approaches. Both deep learning as well as
machine learning methods goes hand in hand while dealing
with the solutions for intrusions in the system [6].
NT_IDS (System to detect intrusion based on Networks)
NT_IDS is one of the important research topic for researchers
of today's world. Such systems are keen on usage of metrics
such as length of packets, arrival time of packets, size of flow
of the packets including several other metrics[5]. The main
limitation associated with them is both the false positive as
well as false negative seems to be high. The former limitation
indicates that attack alerts can be received even at times when
such incidents have not taken place. The latter limitation
indicates that the system may not be able to identify the attack
in an evident way. Such situations make these solutions to
become invalid in the context of attacks.
Systems based on self learning comes to rescue in order to
avoid the attacks. Such systems can be further classified as
supervised as well as unsupervised systems that focus on
learning of patterns from the attacks made in the systems.
Though machine learning methods are available to solve the
issues, still they suffer from certain limitations including the
higher cost for computation as well as false positive rates at a

higher value. The main reason behind this is the learning
capability of TCP/IP attributes by the classifiers which
happens locally. The subset of machine learning is deep
learning which passes the TCP/IP data to layers which are
hidden in the deep learning networks that play a major role in
representation of features [14]. Functionalities related to
artificial intelligence for processing images as well as
recognition of speech and many more are the fields in which
deep learning has attained good results [4]. In addition to
these, such works have taken a new shape as detecting
intrusion, analysis of malware and its classification, predicting
the traffic of network, detecting ransomware, categorizing the
text that is encrypted, detecting URL which seems to be
malicious, and so on[13]. Our work is focused on analyzing
the existing methods from machine learning as well as deep
learning with the available dataset for NT_IDS[5].
Our work mainly concentrates on efficacy of the deep learning
methods while applying dataset related to IDS such as UNSWNB15. KDDCUP 99 is yet another dataset predominantly used
in IDS systems. But it suffers from certain limitations such as
redundancy of data as a result of which bias may occur while
detecting. Another limitation may be the data missed at some
places as a result of which problems keep on arising. Yet
another improvised version of KDDCUP 99 is dataset named
as NSLKDD which can handle the missing data problems. But
it also suffers from certain limitations when attacks are being
encountered [8].
The features extracted in KDDCUP 99 dataset were further
divided into three separate groups including vectors of 4 types
for attacks. It also included few number in types of attacks
both training as well as testing dataset. As the dataset was
available publicly, it was used by various research people
across the globe. In case of attacks, the data packets's TTL gets
affected here. Another limitation is that concerned with the
distribution of probability differences occur among both the
training as well as testing dataset [16]. Biased decision may
occur due to these differences. It also does not perform well in
case of attack projections.
NSLKDD, as already mentioned is another version of KDD in
an updated manner. Compared to KDDCUP 99 it was
designed to handle several characteristics such as elimination
of duplicates, selecting several data records at the same time
and also deals with the elimination of problems related to
unbalance in both the training as well as testing dataset. Due to
these features, FAR named as False Alarm Rate gets decreased
[9]. Also NSLKDD does not represent attack projections.
3.
UNSW-NB15 Dataset
IXIA tool was used to create the dataset UNSW-NB15 mainly
for extracting the attack related works in a traffic. Its features
along with attacks as well are discussed in detail.Attacks in
UNSW-NB15 includes 9 types as depicted in Fig.2.
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Table 1. Features Related to Flow

3.2 Basic Features
The features related to TTL both on source and destination
side along with count of packets during transmission are taken
as basic features.
Table 2 Basic Features

Fig.2. Attack Types
Features of the dataset is discussed in detail along with the
purpose of the features (Fig.3).

3.3 Features related to Content
The features are mostly created on generation of header packet
and Table 3 shows both source as well as destination TCP
window related features[17].
Table 3 Features related to Content

Fig.3 UNSW-NB15 Dataset Features
3.1 Features Related to Flow
Table 1 shows the features related to flow. These features
mainly focus on the IP address of the source as well as
destination along with the port number.
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3.4 Features related to Time
Table 4 shows jitter related features which are categorized in
relation with time for both source and destination [12]. Till the
features related to time, all are created from the packets
through which data is sent.
Table 4 Features related to Time

3.5 General Features
Features are generated additionally and further classified as
those which help in general works and those which defend
during connection issues. Table 5 shows features that serve
several works related to any other general purpose [12].
Table 5 General Features

3.6 Feature related to connection
The second category in case of additional feature is those
related to connections, that defend in case of scenarios where
connections are attempted. Table 6 shows connection related
features.

Table 6 Feature related to connection

3.7 Features related to label
Features used to label can help in assigning values 0 or 1 and
also attack_cat deals with the categories of attack.
Table 7 Features related to label

4.
Discussions
The novel attacks such as static and anomaly detection are
general in IDS, the network traffic captures raw traffic and
identified as features for configuring class labels that are in
parallel processing and stored as CSV files. There are major
attacks such as fuzzers, analyzer, denial of service attack,
backdoor,shellcode,worm are considered and they are
observed with its class label with its instances[11].According
to the DB model the training and test process are undergone
with its authentication for assessments. This helps to remove
the repeated data’s in both 60% of training data and 40% of
test data[18].
4.1 Comparison of Various datasets in IDS
Table defines the various datasets in intrusion detection
systems with its features, establishment of datasets year,
online availability and its data capacity. IDS analysis with
various data determines the feature correlations and avoid unit
based interaction in the hidden layers.
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Table 8 :Comparison of Various datasets in IDS
Static
&
Datasets In Intrusion Detection
Dynamic
Systems
Methods
Establis
Online
Data
Name
Of
No.Of
hment
Data
Capa
Datasets
Features
Year
Existing
city
KDDCUP9
1998
99
yes
5m
9
point
s
DARPA
1999
54
yes
Not
specif
ied
TWENTE
2008
71
yes
14M
flows
UNIBS
2009
79
yes
79k
flows
ISCX2012
2012
28
yes
2M
flows
NGIDS-DS
2016
19
yes
1M
packe
ts
UNSW2015
49
yes
2M
NB15
point
s
CICIDS201 2017
27
yes
3.1M
7
flows
5.
Conclusion:
In this paper, the performance analysis of IDS datasets have
been represented along with its feature analysis by comparing
various datasets which is applied over the deep belief network
along with Sigmoid classifier[10].To highlight our focus on
UNSW-NB15 datasets the most known attacks such as state
are abnormal changes[8]. There are features compared from
different datasets in intrusion system to show the attacks and
information of packets which are not in use now.In future this
can be classified based on the DBF model and applied
classifier sigmoid which helps to identify the exact behavior of
each features at its variables find the appropriate modeling
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